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Cdk1 Regulates the Temporal Recruitment of Telomerase and Cdc13-
Stn1-Ten1 Complex for Telomere Replication

Chang-Ching Liu,a Veena Gopalakrishnan,a Lai-Fong Poon,a TingDong Yan,a Shang Lia,b

‹Program in Cancer and Stem Cell Biology, Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School, Singapore, Singaporea; Department of Physiology, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine,
National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singaporeb

In budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), the cell cycle-dependent telomere elongation by telomerase is controlled by the
cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (Cdk1). The telomere length homeostasis is balanced between telomerase-unextendable and telomer-
ase-extendable states that both require Cdc13. The recruitment of telomerase complex by Cdc13 promotes telomere elongation,
while the formation of Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 (CST) complex at the telomere blocks telomere elongation by telomerase. However, the
cellular signaling that regulates the timing of the telomerase-extendable and telomerase-unextendable states is largely unknown.
Phosphorylation of Cdc13 by Cdk1 promotes the interaction between Cdc13 and Est1 and hence telomere elongation. Here, we
show that Cdk1 also phosphorylates Stn1 at threonine 223 and serine 250 both in vitro and in vivo, and these phosphorylation
events are essential for the stability of the CST complexes at the telomeres. By controlling the timing of Cdc13 and Stn1
phosphorylations during cell cycle progression, Cdk1 regulates the temporal recruitment of telomerase complexes and
CST complexes to the telomeres to facilitate telomere maintenance.

Telomeres are specialized nucleoprotein structures found at the
chromosome ends that are essential for maintaining chromo-

somal stability and genome integrity (1). In most eukaryotes, the
telomeres are synthesized by the enzyme telomerase, a specialized
ribonucleoprotein complex. Telomere elongation by telomerase
counteracts the loss of telomeric DNA repeats due to the incom-
plete replication by DNA polymerase as well as nucleolytic degra-
dation. The balance between telomere elongation and telomere
attrition defines the telomere length homeostasis in different spe-
cies. Loss of telomerase activity can lead to progressive shortening
of telomeric DNA repeats and telomere dysfunction, which even-
tually inhibits the proliferation capacity of the cells and induces
replicative senescence (2, 3). In humans, telomerase deficiencies
due to mutations in DKC1, hTER, and hTERT as well as other
telomere maintenance genes have been identified in patients suf-
fering from conditions such as dyskeratosis congenita, aplastic
anemia, myelodysplastic syndrome, and idiopathic fibrosis (4).
These disease manifestations are invariably associated with a de-
creased capacity in cell and tissue renewal. Recent studies by ge-
nome-wide association (GWAS) also identify hCTC1 and hSTN1/
OBFC1 (subunit of human hCTC1-hSTN1-hTEN1 complex)
genomic loci that are associated with the mean human leukocyte
telomere length (5–9). Similarly, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Cdc13 and Stn1 (the homologue of hCTC1 and hSTN1) are essen-
tial for yeast telomere maintenance.

In budding yeast, the telomeric DNA is composed of 250 to 350
bp of double-stranded C1-3A/TG1-3 repeats with a short single-
stranded TG1-3 3= overhang (10, 11). To date, more than 150 genes
have been identified which code for various proteins that contrib-
ute to telomere length maintenance in yeast (12, 13). One major
protein involved in the maintenance of telomere length homeo-
stasis is Cdc13, a DNA-binding protein that binds to single-
stranded telomeric DNA. A loss of Cdc13 function (such as in a
cdc13-1 mutant) results in the uncapping of the telomeres, exces-
sive telomeric C-strand loss, and activation of the DNA damage
checkpoint (14, 15). Exo1 nuclease and Rad9 and Rad24 check-
point proteins each influence the end resection process at such

uncapped telomeres that is also regulated by cyclin-dependent
kinase 1 (Cdk1) (16–19). These data highlight the essential role
that Cdc13 plays in protecting the chromosome ends. The telo-
mere end protection function of Cdc13 requires at least two addi-
tional proteins, Stn1 and Ten1. Similarly to Cdc13, a loss of Stn1
or Ten1 function also results in telomere uncapping, generation of
excessive G-rich single-stranded telomere overhangs, and activa-
tion of the DNA damage response (20, 21). In particular, Stn1
contains binding domains for both Cdc13 and Ten1, which are
essential for the formation of the heterotrimeric Cdc13-Stn1-
Ten1 (CST) complex at the chromosome ends. In the absence of
Stn1, the interaction between Cdc13 and Ten1 is unstable (22).
Recent bioinformatic analysis and protein structure modeling
have indicated that Stn1 and Ten1 share several structural simi-
larities with Rpa2 and Rpa3, the subunits of the replication protein
A (RPA) complex (5, 23, 24). The heterotrimeric RPA complex
binds nonspecifically to the single-stranded DNA and mediates
diverse functions in eukaryotic DNA enzymology. These results
have led to the proposal that Cdc13, Stn1, and Ten1 proteins form
an RPA-like complex that protects telomeric ends specifically, a
function dominated by the conventional RPA complex elsewhere
in the genome. Such an RPA-like heterotrimeric CST complex is
well conserved in different species, including yeast, plants, and
mammals (5, 6, 25), highlighting the functional significance of the
CST complex in telomere maintenance during evolution.
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In addition to telomere end protection, Cdc13 is also essential
for the recruitment of telomerase complex, which contains the
protein catalytic subunit Est2 and the integral RNA template
TLC1, as well as Est1 and Est3 in budding yeast (26, 27). Recruit-
ment of the telomerase complex by Cdc13 relies on the direct
interaction between Cdc13 and the Est1 subunit of telomerase
(28). Disruption of this interaction or deletion of any of the telo-
merase components will result in telomere shortening and even-
tually senescence (29).

The telomere elongation by telomerase is cell cycle dependent
and restricted to the late S/G2 phase of the cell cycle in vivo (30,
31). This is consistent with the notion that telomere elongation is
coupled to the DNA replication machinery that is necessary for
the synthesis of the opposite C1-3A strand of telomere DNA. Pre-
vious results from chromatin immunoprecipitation studies have
demonstrated the interactions between protein factors involved in
telomere elongation (including Est1, Est2, and Cdc13) and telo-
meres in the late S/G2 phase (32, 33). These results indicate that
the regulation of telomere elongation by telomerase occurs at the
recruitment and assembly of functional telomerase complexes on
the telomeres. In budding yeast, the cell cycle-dependent telomere
elongation by telomerase is controlled by a single cyclin-depen-
dent kinase, Cdk1 (Cdc28). Inhibiting Cdk1 activity prevents the
de novo addition of telomere repeats by telomerase (18). In addi-
tion, the generation of extended telomeric single-strand overhang,
which is usually 12 to 14 nucleotides and becomes longer (�30
nucleotides) in length in late S/G2 phase (29, 34, 35), is also de-
pendent on the Cdk1 kinase activity (18, 19). In budding yeast, the
MRX complex coordinates with Sae2 to generate short 3=-termi-
nal overhangs. More extensive end resection is then mediated by
several pathways dependent on Exo1 or Sgs1/Dna2 (36, 37). Sim-
ilar results are shown in mammals, as the 3=-overhang formation
in mouse embryonic fibroblasts is controlled by shelterin complex
in a cell cycle-dependent manner (38). The direct involvement of
Cdk1 in telomere length homeostasis is further confirmed by the
identification of a Cdk1 phosphorylation site (T308) in budding
yeast Cdc13 (39–41). A defect in Cdc13 T308 phosphorylation re-
sults in the reduced recruitment of telomerase to the telomere and
an �75-bp shortening of yeast telomere length (39). The Cdc13
T308 phosphorylation mutant affects telomerase-dependent telo-
mere elongation but not the telomere end protection.

Previous results have shown that the recruitment of telomerase
complex and the formation of CST complex counteract each other
in terms of telomere length regulation (27, 39, 42–44). In fact, the
telomeres bound by the yeast CST complexes are unextendable by
telomerase in vitro (45). Recent results further demonstrate that
the human CST complex inhibits telomere elongation by telome-
rase directly through primer sequestration and physical interac-
tion with POT1-TPP1 (46). Similarly to telomerase, the CST com-
plex is also recruited to the telomeres during the late S/G2 phase of
the cell cycle in budding yeast (39, 44). These results indicate that
the timing for the recruitment of telomerase complex by Cdc13
and the timing for the formation of CST complex at the telomere
overlap during the cell cycle progression. How the timing of
Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1-unextendable and Cdc13-telomerase-extend-
able states (47) is regulated during the cell cycle progression is
largely unknown. Here, we present data showing that Stn1 threo-
nine 223 and serine 250 are phosphorylated by Cdk1 in vivo and
that the phosphorylations of Stn1 are essential for maintaining the
stability of the CST complexes at the telomeres. We also show that

the Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Cdc13 precedes the
phosphorylations of Stn1. Therefore, by controlling the timing at
which Cdc13 and Stn1 are phosphorylated during the cell cycle,
Cdk1 plays an essential role in regulating the temporal recruit-
ment of the telomerase complexes and the CST complexes. This is
crucial for the telomere length homeostasis in budding yeast since
there are only a limited number of telomeres that are elongated by
telomerase during a single cell cycle (47). The remaining telo-
meres that are not bound by the telomerase complex would re-
quire the binding of CST complex to prevent uncontrolled end
processing by nucleases such as Exo1.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Yeast strains and plasmids. For more details of yeast strains and plas-
mids, please see the supplemental material.

Immunoprecipitation and Western blot analysis. For asynchronous
culture, yeast strains were grown at 30°C in yeast extract-peptone-dex-
trose (YPD) until the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) reached 0.6 to 0.8.
Typically, yeast pellets from a 50-ml cell culture were lysed in 1 ml of lysis
buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH 7.0, 10% glycerol, 150 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA,
1 mM EGTA, 0.1% Tween 20, 50 mM NaF, 50 mM �-glycerol phosphate,
1 mM Na3VO4 with Complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet) by
bead beating. The total proteins were normalized according to protein
concentration determined by OD280 (Nanodrop ND-2000 spectropho-
tometer). The lysates were incubated with appropriate antibodies at 4°C
for an hour. Protein G-agarose beads (Sigma) were then added and incu-
bated with end-over-end rotation at 4°C overnight. The beads were then
washed three times with yeast lysis buffer and resolved on 7.5% SDS-
PAGE gels before Western blotting. For immunoprecipitation and West-
ern blot analysis, anti-Myc 9E10 (Covance), anti-Flag M2 (Sigma), and
affinity-purified rabbit anti-Stn1 serine 250 phosphopeptide-specific an-
tibodies (Anaspec) were used.

For 4-amino-1-tert-butyl-3-(1=-naphthylmethyl)pyrazolo[3,4-d]py-
rimidine (1-NM-PP1) treatments, 10 �M 1-NM-PP1 (final concentra-
tion) was added to asynchronous yeast culture at an OD600 of 0.6 for 15
min before harvest for immunoprecipitation and Western blot analysis.

Yeast synchronization. For studies using synchronous cultures, over-
night yeast cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.05 in fresh YPD me-
dium. The cultures were then arrested in late G1 phase by the addition of
0.01 �g/ml �-factor at an OD of 0.3 and grown for an additional 2 h at
30°C. The �-factor was then removed, and cells were diluted at a 1:2 ratio
into fresh YPD medium to allow the yeast culture to progress synchro-
nously through the cell cycle at room temperature. Samples were collected
at 15-min interval for subsequent analysis by fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS), immunoprecipitation, and chromatin immunoprecipi-
tation (ChIP) analysis.

Phosphatase treatment of yeast lysates. For phosphatase treatment,
yeast lysates were divided into three aliquots. For treatment with lambda
protein phosphatase (Upstate), MnCl2 (final concentration, 2 mM), di-
thiothreitol (DTT) (final concentration, 1 mM), and lambda protein
phosphatase (final concentration, 1,000 U/ml) were added. For lambda
protein phosphatase treatment with phosphatase inhibitor, NaF (final
concentration, 50 mM), �-glycerol phosphate (final concentration, 50
mM), and Na3VO4 (final concentration, 1 mM) were added. The lysates
were incubated at 37°C for an hour followed by immunoprecipitation and
Western blot analysis as described above.

In vitro kinase assays. Active Cdk1-as1-TAP/cyclin complexes were
purified from sic1� pGAL-Cdc28-as1-TAP yeast cells as previously de-
scribed (48), except that yeast lysates were prepared by bead beating. His-
tagged Cdc13, Ten1, Est1, and Est3 recombinant proteins were expressed
and batch purified from Tuner (DE3) Codon Plus bacteria (Novagen)
using nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) beads. For in vitro kinase as-
says, 5 to 10 �g of recombinant protein on Ni-NTA beads was incubated
with 7 nM Cdc13-as1-TAP/cyclin complex, 1 mM creatine kinase-based
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ATP regeneration system, 1� kinase reaction buffer (25 mM HEPES-
NaOH, pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, and 2 mM MgCl2), 1� phosphatase inhib-
itors (50 mM NaF, 80 mM �-glycerophosphate, and 1 mM Na3VO4), and
5 to 10 �Ci N6-(benzyl)-[	-32P]ATP in a final 100-�l volume at room
temperature for 30 min as previously described (49). The His-tagged re-
combinant proteins were resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE, stained with Coo-
massie brilliant blue R-250, and exposed in a PhosphoImager cassette for
48 h. The protein phosphorylation levels were measured using Im-
ageQuant (Molecular Dynamics). The protein phosphorylation levels
were normalized to protein loading on Coomassie blue stain. The relative
phosphorylation efficiency compared to the wild-type 6�His-Stn1(M)
was shown.

Southern blot analysis and telomere length measurement. Yeast
genomic DNAs were digested with XhoI, separated by 0.8% agarose gel
electrophoresis, and transferred to Hybond-XL membrane (GE). The blot
was probed for telomeric C1–3A sequence using the 32P-end-labeled oli-
gonucleotide (5=-TGTGGTGTGTGGGTGTGGTGT-3=). The in-gel na-
tive hybridization was performed as previously described (34) using 32P-
end-labeled oligonucleotide (5=-CCCACCACACACACCCACACCC-3=).
The quantification of the relative intensity of single-stranded telomeric
DNA was done by ImageQuantTL (GE). Given that the telomere in the
STN1 mutant is longer, the relative intensity of single-stranded telomere
DNA is calculated as follows: total signal intensity of single-stranded X=
and Y= telomere on nondenatured gel/X= telomere signal intensity on
denatured gel, normalized to the average signal from 0 min in STN1. The
data are derived from three independent experiments.

Coimmunoprecipitation of TLC1 RNA. The coimmunoprecipitation
of TLC1 and Cdc13 was performed as previously described (39). Briefly,
the lysates were incubated with 1 �l anti-Myc 9E10 ascites (Covance) at
4°C for 1 h. Dynabeads protein G magnetic beads (Invitrogen) were then
added and incubated for an additional 4 h at 4°C. The beads were then
washed 3 times with yeast lysis buffer. The total RNA on the beads was
purified using the RNeasy minikit (Qiagen) followed by on-column
DNase digestion as described in the RNA purification protocol. The
amounts of TLC1 and actin mRNA copurified were then quantified using
real-time quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR) (Bio-Rad).

ChIP. ChIP analysis was performed as previously described (33, 39),
except that the cross-linking time was increased to 30 min. Cross-linked
chromatin complexes were sheared by sonication using Qsonica sonicator
Q700-Output 20%, with 1 s on and 1 s off for 6 � 12 pulses. Quantifica-
tion of immunoprecipitated DNA was performed via real-time quantita-
tive PCR (qPCR) analysis using the Bio-Rad CFX96 real-time PCR sys-
tem. The PCR primers used were specific in amplifying a 114-bp sequence
of the XII-L Y= subtelomeric sequence and a 372-bp sequence of ARO1.
The enrichment of telomere sequence was expressed as the fold change of
Y= subtelomeric DNA immunoprecipitated per reaction mixture from the
tagged strain relative to that from the nontagged strain after normaliza-
tion to the total amount of ARO1 enriched and the DNA input.

Yeast two-hybrid assay. The two-hybrid interaction of Pol12 and
Stn1 was done in the DY5736 reporter strain as previously described (43).
The two-hybrid interaction of Stn1 with Cdc13 and Ten1 was done in the
pJ694a reporter strain. The �-galactosidase activity was measured by liq-
uid assay (50).

RESULTS
Stn1 is phosphorylated by Cdk1 in vivo. When endogenously
expressed Stn1-13�Myc protein was immunoprecipitated and re-
solved on SDS-PAGE gels, a distinct upward band shift was ob-
served (Fig. 1A, lane 1), indicative of posttranslational modifica-
tion of the protein. When the immunoprecipitated Stn1-13�Myc
was treated with lambda protein phosphatase, no band shift was
observed (Fig. 1A, lane 2). The loss of mobility shift can be pre-
vented when the immunoprecipitated Stn1-13�Myc was treated
with lambda protein phosphatase in the presence of a phosphatase
inhibitor cocktail (Fig. 1A, lane 3). These results suggest that en-

dogenously expressed Stn1 is phosphorylated in vivo. In order to
identify the kinase that is responsible for the phosphorylation of
Stn1 in vivo, we used a yeast strain expressing the Cdk1-as1 allele.
The kinase activity of Cdk1-as1 can be inactivated by 5 to 25 �M
1-NM-PP1 (a small molecule that specifically inhibits the ana-
logue-sensitive Cdk1-as1) within 10 min (51). The Stn1-13�Myc
proteins immunoprecipitated from a yeast strain expressing the
cdk1-as1 allele show an obvious mobility shift on SDS-PAGE, sim-
ilar to Stn1-13�Myc proteins immunoprecipitated from a yeast
strain harboring the CDK1 allele (Fig. 1A, compare lanes 4 and 5).
Upon the addition of 10 �M 1-NM-PP1, the mobility shift of
Stn1-13�Myc proteins in a yeast strain expressing the cdk1-as1
allele disappeared within 15 min of treatment (Fig. 1A, compare
lane 6 to lane 5). These results suggest that Stn1 phosphorylation is
dependent on Cdk1 in vivo. As a control, we also checked whether
the gel mobility shift induced by the phosphorylation of Stn1-
13�Myc is dependent on Tel1 and Mec1 (homologue of human
ATM and ATR). As shown in Fig. 1A (lane 7), deletion of TEL1
and MEC1 simultaneously does not affect the mobility shift of
Stn1-13�Myc. This implies that the mobility shift induced by the
phosphorylation of Stn1-13�Myc is not dependent on Tel1 and
Mec1. However, we cannot completely rule out the possibility that
Tel1 and Mec1 also phosphorylate Stn1, which may not result in
an obvious shift of Stn1-13�Myc protein mobility on SDS-PAGE
gels.

Threonine 223 and serine 250 of Stn1 are phosphorylated in
vivo. To identify the putative phosphorylation sites in Stn1 that
are phosphorylated by Cdk1 in vivo, we engineered knock-in mu-
tations that replace a threonine or serine residue with an alanine
residue at each of the four potential Cdk1 phosphorylation sites in
Stn1 (as indicated in Fig. S1A in the supplemental material). Mu-
tation of these potential Cdk1 phosphorylation sites in Stn1 does
not result in any obvious cell growth defect (data not shown). As
shown in Fig. 1B, mutation of threonine 183 and threonine 203 to
alanine does not affect the gel mobility of Stn1-13�Myc proteins
immunoprecipitated from asynchronous A364a yeast cell lysates
(Fig. 1B, compare lanes 2 and 3 to lane 1). In contrast, mutation of
Stn1 threonine 223 to alanine results in the complete loss of the
Stn1-13�Myc protein’s gel mobility shift (Fig. 1B, compare lane 4
to lane 1). Mutation of Stn1 serine 250 to alanine also results in a
slight change in the Stn1-13�Myc protein’s gel mobility shift (Fig.
1B, compare lane 5 to lane 6). The effect of serine 250 mutation to
alanine is more obvious when the protein is resolved further on
SDS-PAGE gels (Fig. 1C, compare lane 2 to lane 1). These data
suggest that the phosphorylation of threonine 223 in Stn1 is de-
pendent on Cdk1 and responsible for the obvious mobility shift of
Stn1-13�Myc on SDS-PAGE gels.

Since the serine-250-to-alanine mutation did not result in an
obvious mobility change of Stn1 on SDS-PAGE gels, we raised a
serine 250 phosphopeptide-specific antibody in the rabbit to fur-
ther confirm whether serine 250 is also phosphorylated in vivo.
Affinity-purified Stn1 serine 250 phosphopeptide-specific anti-
body detects both wild-type Stn1 and Stn1-T223A mutant pro-
teins but not Stn1 mutant proteins with serine 250 mutated to
alanine (Stn1-S250A and Stn1-T223A,S250A) immunoprecipi-
tated from asynchronous yeast cell lysates (Fig. 1D, both panels;
compare lanes 1 and 2 to lanes 3 and 4). The Stn1 S250 phospho-
peptide-specific antibody detects only wild-type Stn1 recombi-
nant protein that is phosphorylated by Cdk1/cyclin complexes in
vitro, not the Stn1-S250A mutant protein (see Fig. S2 in the sup-
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plemental material). These findings validate the specificity of af-
finity-purified Stn1 serine 250 phosphopeptide-specific antibody
and confirm the phosphorylation of serine 250 in vivo. These re-
sults also indicate that the faster-migrating form of Stn1-13�Myc
contains only the serine 250-phosphorylated protein subpopula-
tion while the slower-migrating form of Stn1-13�Myc contains a
protein subpopulation that is phosphorylated at both threonine
223 and serine 250. The phosphorylation of T223 likely stimulates
the phosphorylation of S250 in vivo as the phosphorylation of
S250 is reduced in T223A mutant yeast (Fig. 1D, top panel, com-
pare lane 2 to lane 1). In yeast harboring the Cdk1-as1 allele, the
affinity-purified serine 250 phosphopeptide-specific antibody was
able to detect wild-type Stn1-13�Myc protein immunoprecipi-
tated from asynchronous yeast cell lysate that is abolished upon

1-NM-PP1 treatment (Fig. 1E, compare lane 1 to lane 2). These
results confirm that the phosphorylation of Stn1 serine 250 is also
dependent on Cdk1 in vivo. Both threonine 223 and serine 250 are
located in the linker region of Stn1 away from its Ten1 and Cdc13
binding domains (see Fig. S1B in the supplemental material), and
they are well conserved between different species of Saccharomyces
(see Fig. S1C). Introduction of 13�Myc to the C terminus of
endogenous STN1 does not affect yeast growth and results only in
a slight telomere shortening (see Fig. S3A in the supplemental
material). Loss-of-function mutations in Stn1 usually result in
telomere elongation.

Cdk1 phosphorylates Stn1 threonine 223 and serine 250 di-
rectly in vitro. To further validate whether Cdk1 can phosphory-
late Stn1 threonine 223 and serine 250 directly, we incubated bac-

FIG 1 Phosphorylation of Stn1 by Cdk1. Endogenously expressed Stn1 is tagged at its C terminus with a 13�Myc tag. (A) Phosphorylation of Stn1 in vivo is
dependent on Cdk1 but not Tel1 and Mec1. (B) Stn1 threonine 223 and serine 250 are phosphorylated in vivo. The expression of phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK)
was used as a protein loading control. (C) Change in protein mobility due to S250A mutation is more obvious when the protein is resolved further by SDS-PAGE.
(D) The Stn1 phosphoserine 250-specific antibody detects wild-type Stn1 and the Stn1-T223A mutant but not the Stn1-S250A and Stn1-T223A,S250A mutant
proteins immunoprecipitated from asynchronous yeast cell lysates. (E) In yeast harboring the Cdk1-as1 allele, Stn1 phosphoserine 250-specific antibody detects
Stn1-13�Myc immunoprecipitated from asynchronous yeast cell lysate that is abolished upon 1-NM-PP1 treatment for 15 min. (F) Phosphorylation of Stn1
threonine 223 and serine 250 by Cdk1-as1 in vitro. The top panel shows a Coomassie blue-stained gel showing the input of recombinant wild-type and mutant
6�His-Stn1(M) proteins that contain mutations at individual putative Cdk1 phosphorylation sites as indicated. Asterisks mark 6�His-Stn1(M) proteins. WT,
wild type.
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terially expressed recombinant 6�His-Stn1(M) proteins with
Cdk1-as1/cyclin complexes purified from asynchronous yeast cul-
ture for in vitro kinase assay as previously described (39). As
shown in Fig. 1F, wild-type 6�His-Stn1(M) protein can be phos-
phorylated by Cdk1-as1/cyclin complex efficiently in vitro. Similar
results were observed for 6�His-Stn1(M) proteins with an ala-
nine substitution at threonine 183 or threonine 203. However,
when the threonine 223 or serine 250 is mutated to alanine, the
phosphorylations of 6�His-Stn1(M) proteins by Cdk1-as1/cyclin
complex are dramatically reduced. Mutations of both threonine
223 and serine 250 to alanines result in a complete abolishment of
phosphorylation by Cdk1-as1/cyclin complex in vitro. Altogether,
these results indicate that Cdk1 phosphorylates Stn1 at threonine
223 and serine 250 directly in vitro.

Cell cycle-dependent phosphorylation of Cdc13 and Stn1. To
identify the specific cell cycle stage in which Stn1 is phosphory-
lated and to compare the phosphorylation timings of Stn1 and
Cdc13 during cell cycle progression, �-factor-synchronized yeast
cultures (coexpressing Cdc13-3�Flag and Stn1-13�Myc) were
analyzed in a series of time points every 15 min. As shown in Fig.
2A, phosphorylation of Cdc13 was readily detected in the time

span from 30 to 60 min after �-factor synchronization release.
Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis of the cellular
DNA content reveals that the phosphorylation of Cdc13 occurs in
S to early G2 phases of the cell cycle (Fig. 2B), which coincides with
telomere elongation by telomerase in vivo as shown previously
(30–33). Interestingly, the phosphorylations of Stn1-T223 (as in-
dicated by the lower-mobility shift of Stn1-13�Myc proteins on
SDS-PAGE gels) and Stn1-S250 (as indicated by the serine 250
phosphopeptide-specific antibody) were detected at about the
same time and peaked around 45 to 90 min after �-factor synchro-
nization release. FACS analysis of the cellular DNA content
showed that the phosphorylation of Stn1 occurred at the late S
phase and peaked at the G2 phase. These results suggest that the
Cdk1-dependent phosphorylations of Cdc13 and Stn1 occur se-
quentially and overlap during cell cycle progression.

Mutations in the Stn1 phosphorylation sites result in telo-
mere lengthening. Loss of Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of
Cdc13 results in telomere shortening (39, 41). To further under-
stand the functional significance of cell cycle-dependent phos-
phorylation of Stn1, we first asked whether eliminating the phos-
phorylation of Stn1 would affect the telomere length in vivo. A
diploid yeast strain (A364a background) heterozygous for the
threonine 183 (T183A)-, threonine 203 (T203A)-, threonine 223
(T223A)-, or serine 250 (S250A)-to-alanine mutation was sporu-
lated and dissected. The telomere length of each individual yeast
colony derived from the dissected spores was measured after
�100 cell divisions on YPD plates at 30°C. Southern blot hybrid-
ization using a telomere probe (teloblot) showed that the stn1-
T183A and stn1-T203A mutations did not affect telomere length
maintenance in vivo (Fig. 3A, compare lanes 1 and 2 to lanes 3 and
4 and lanes 5 and 6 to lanes 7 and 8). In contrast, the stn1-T223A
and stn1-S250A mutations resulted in significant telomere length-
ening (Fig. 3A, compare lanes 9 and 10 to lanes 11 and 12 and lanes
13 and 14 to lanes 15 and 16) and suggest that the Cdk1-depen-
dent phosphorylations of Stn1 are important for telomere main-
tenance. Simultaneous mutation of threonine 223 and serine 250
to alanine (stn1-T223A,S250A) results in further telomere length-
ening compared to the stn1-T223A or stn1-S250A mutation alone
(Fig. 3A, compare lanes 17 and 18 to lanes 19 and 20). Progressive
telomere lengthening can be observed in stn1-T223A,S250A mu-
tant yeast strains at early passages and stabilized thereafter (see
Fig. S3B in the supplemental material). To further investigate the
functional interaction of Cdk1-dependent phosphorylations of
Cdc13 and Stn1, we also probed the telomere length phenotype in
yeast strains harboring both cdc13-T308A and stn1-T223A,S250A
mutations. As shown in Fig. 3B, mutation of CDC13 threonine 308 to
alanine resulted in telomere shortening (Fig. 3B, compare lane 3 to
lane 1) while mutations of STN1 threonine 223 and serine 250
to alanine resulted in telomere elongation (Fig. 3B, compare lane
2 to lane 1). Interestingly, the yeast cells containing both CDC13
and STN1 phosphorylation site mutations have an intermediate
telomere length phenotype (Fig. 3B, lane 4), suggesting additive
interaction between Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Cdc13
and Stn1. Replacement of STN1 threonine 223 or serine 250 with
aspartic acid or glutamic acid, which simulates the negative charge
produced by phosphorylation, failed to rescue the telomere phe-
notype of alanine mutant (see Fig. S4, lanes 1 to 16, in the supple-
mental material), suggesting that the phosphorylation moiety
rather than the negative charge associated with phosphorylation is
necessary for the function of Stn1 in vivo. In addition, mutations

FIG 2 Cell cycle-dependent phosphorylation of Cdc13-T308 and Stn1-
T223,S250 in vivo. A yeast strain coexpressing Cdc13-3�Flag and Stn1-
13�Myc (under the control of endogenous promoters) was synchronized us-
ing �-factor. The yeast culture was then released into the cell cycle progression,
and lysates were collected and analyzed at 15-min intervals. (A) Phosphoryla-
tion of Cdc13-T308 was detected 30 to 60 min after �-factor synchronization
release. The phosphorylations of Stn1-T223 and Stn1-S250 were detected 45 to
90 min after �-factor synchronization release. (B) FACS analysis of the cell
cycle progression after �-factor synchronization release.
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of proline 224 (stn1-P224A) or proline 251 (stn1-P251A) (on the
Cdk1 phosphorylation consensus motif) to alanine, which pre-
vent Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation, also resulted in a telom-
ere-lengthening phenotype similar to that of the stn1-T223A or
stn1-S250A mutation, respectively (see Fig. S4, lanes 17 to 24).
Therefore, these results further validate the functional significance
of the Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Stn1 in telomere
length maintenance in vivo.

Telomere lengthening in the STN1 phosphorylation mutants
is telomerase dependent. To test whether the telomere-lengthen-

ing phenotype observed in STN1 phosphorylation mutants relies
on telomerase-dependent telomere maintenance pathways, we
compared the telomere length in the stn1-T223A,A250A single
mutant with those in other single mutants of known telomerase-
dependent telomere maintenance factors (yku70�, yku80�, est2�,
tel1�, and mec1�/sml1�) as well as double mutants containing
the stn1-T223A,A250A mutation in combination with yku70�,
yku80�, est2�, tel1�, or mec1�/sml1� mutation. As shown in Fig.
S5 in the supplemental material, telomere lengthening induced by
the stn1-T223A,A250A single mutant is telomerase dependent, as

FIG 3 Mutations in STN1 phosphorylation sites cause telomere elongation in vivo. (A) Only mutation of STN1 threonine 223 or serine 250 to alanine results in
telomere elongation. Double mutations of both threonine 223 and serine 250 to alanines result in further telomere lengthening. (B) Yeast cells that contain both
the CDC13 and STN1 phosphorylation site mutations exhibit an intermediate telomere length phenotype compared to CDC13 or STN1 mutant alone. (C)
Enhanced efficiency of telomerase recruitment by Cdc13 in STN1 phosphorylation mutants, as shown by an increased association between Cdc13 and TLC1 in
coimmunoprecipitation experiments followed by real-time qRT-PCR (TLC1, RT-PCR primers for specific amplification of TLC1 RNA; actin, RT-PCR primers
for specific amplification of actin mRNA as negative control). The data are derived from three independent experiments. (D) Straight Western blotting shows that
the expression of Cdc13-13�Myc is not affected by stn1 phosphorylation mutations in vivo.
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compromised telomerase-dependent telomere lengthening inhib-
its the telomere-lengthening phenotype of the stn1-T223A,A250A
mutant. Consistent with these data, deletion of EST2 completely
abolished the telomere elongation induced by stn1-T223A,A250A
mutation. These results suggest that the telomere-lengthening
phenotype observed in STN1 phosphorylation mutants relies on
telomerase-dependent telomere elongation.

To address whether the telomere lengthening observed in the
STN1 phosphorylation mutant is due to increased recruitment of
telomerase complex to the telomere, we proceeded to quantify the
amount of TLC1 that was coimmunoprecipitated with Cdc13 by
qRT-PCR. Increased TLC1 that coimmunoprecipitated with
Cdc13 has been shown to be correlated with increased recruit-
ment of telomerase complex to the telomere and telomere elon-
gation (39). As shown in Fig. 3C, mutations of the Cdk1 phos-
phorylation sites in STN1 to alanine (stn1-T223A, stn1-S250, and
stn1-T223A,S250A) resulted in an increased amount of TLC1 that
was coimmunoprecipitated with Cdc13 but not the control actin
mRNA (Fig. 3C). The expression of TLC1 is not affected by the
loss of Stn1 phosphorylation (data not shown). Similarly, the ex-
pression of Cdc13 was not significantly affected by the loss of Stn1
phosphorylation (Fig. 3D). These data indicated that the loss of
Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Stn1 resulted in an increased
recruitment of the telomerase complex to the telomeres. These
results are consistent with telomere elongation observed in STN1
phosphorylation site mutants. These data also imply that the
Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Stn1 inhibits telomere elon-
gation by telomerase.

STN1 phosphorylation site mutations resulted in a cell cycle-
dependent increase in single-stranded telomere G-rich over-
hangs. Formation of the Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 complex could com-
pete with the recruitment of the telomerase complex by Cdc13 and
thereby inhibit telomerase-dependent telomere addition (27, 28,
45, 46). Therefore, it is possible that the telomere-lengthening
phenotype observed in STN1 phosphorylation mutants is due to
reduced binding of the CST complexes at the telomeres, which in
turn will affect the processing of single-stranded telomere over-
hangs (15, 20, 21). Therefore, we performed Southern blot analy-
sis to determine if there was a change in the amount of single-
stranded telomere overhangs during cell cycle progression. The
single-stranded telomere overhangs were visualized by in-gel na-
tive hybridization using an end-labeled C-rich oligonucleotide
under nondenaturing conditions. As shown in Fig. 4A, the single-
stranded TG1–3 DNA appeared in a cell cycle-dependent manner,
which peaked between 30 and 75 min after �-factor synchroniza-
tion release in both wild-type and stn1-T223A,A250A mutant
yeast strains. The cells are in S/G2 phase between 30 and 75 min
after �-factor synchronization release as shown by FACS in Fig.
4C and D. An increase in signal from single-stranded telomere
G-rich overhangs can be detected in a yeast strain harboring mu-
tations in the STN1 phosphorylation sites (Fig. 4A and E, compare
STN1 to stn1-T223A,S250A). Since the amounts of telomeric
DNA for both STN1 and stn1-T223A,S250A were comparable
(Fig. 4B, in-gel hybridization under denaturing conditions), these
data suggest that the loss of Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of
Stn1 results in an increase in single-stranded telomere overhangs.
Similar results were observed in stn11-T223A and stn1-S250A sin-
gle mutants to a lesser extent (see Fig. S6 in the supplemental
material).

This increase in single-stranded telomere overhangs can be

caused by either an increase in telomere elongation by telomerase
or an increase in telomere end processing. In order to distinguish
between these two possibilities, we first asked whether deletion of
EST2 can suppress the increase in single-stranded telomere over-
hangs observed in the stn1-T223A,A250A mutant. As shown in
Fig. S7 in the supplemental material, an increased signal from
single-stranded telomere G-rich overhang was detected in the
est2�/stn1-T223A,S250A yeast strain compared to the est2�
yeast strain. These results suggest that telomere elongation by
telomerase does not contribute significantly to the marked in-
crease in single-stranded overhangs as we observed in the stn1-
T223A,S250A yeast strain. Exo1 has been shown to be a key nu-
clease involved in the end processing of telomere and generation
of single-stranded G-rich overhangs (17). Therefore, we investi-
gated next whether the increase in single-stranded telomere over-
hangs observed in the stn1-T223A,A250A mutant can be sup-
pressed by deleting EXO1. As shown in Fig. 5A to E, in-gel
hybridization under nondenaturing conditions indicated that the
increased single-stranded telomere G-rich overhangs in the stn1-
T223A,S250A mutant yeast strain were suppressed after the dele-
tion of EXO1. These results further validate that the increase in
single-stranded telomere overhangs is a result of an increase in
telomere end processing, a process that can be suppressed by
recruitment of the CST complexes to the telomeres. The in-
crease in single-stranded telomere G-rich overhangs in the stn1-
T223A,S250A mutant yeast strain during S/G2 phase does not trig-
ger a DNA damage response, as indicated by the lack of Rad53
phosphorylation (see Fig. S8 in the supplemental material).

Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Stn1 is essential for the
recruitment of the CST complex to the telomere. Since the loss of
Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Stn1 results in telomere
elongation and a significant increase in single-stranded telomere
overhangs, we hypothesized that there could be a defect in telo-
mere end protection by the CST complex. As threonine 223 and
serine 250 are located in the linker region connecting the Cdc13
and Ten1 binding domain on Stn1 (see Fig. S1B in the supplemen-
tal material), we proceeded to investigate if the loss of Cdk1-
dependent phosphorylation of Stn1 would affect its interaction
with Cdc13 or Ten1. As a control, we first tested whether the
loss of the Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Stn1 affects its
interaction with Pol12 (Fig. 6A). The yeast two-hybrid results
shown in Fig. 6A indicate that the Cdk1-dependent phosphor-
ylation of Stn1 is not necessary for the efficient interaction
between Stn1 and Pol12. As shown in Fig. 6B and C, loss of
Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation in Stn1 does not affect the
interaction of Stn1 with Cdc13 or Ten1 in a yeast two-hybrid
assay. Consistent with these results, the interaction of endoge-
nous Ten1 and Stn1 is not affected by the Stn1 phosphorylation
site mutations either (see Fig. S9 in the supplemental material).

These results indicate that the Cdk1-dependent phosphoryla-
tions of Stn1 are not essential for the interaction of Stn1 with
Cdc13 or Ten1, respectively. Since the end protection function of
the CST complex relies on the stable formation of the trimeric
CST complex on the telomere and the interaction between Cdc13
and Ten1 is unstable without Stn1 (22), we asked whether the
Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Stn1 would affect the stabil-
ity of the CST complex by probing the association of Cdc13 and
Ten1. As shown in Fig. 6D (compare lane 2 to lane 3), immuno-
precipitation of Ten1-3�Flag results in efficient coimmunopre-
cipitation of Cdc13-13�Myc in the STN1 yeast strain but is dra-
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matically reduced in the stn1-T223A,A250A mutant yeast strain.
Similar results are observed for the reciprocal coimmunoprecipi-
tation of Cdc13-3�Flag and Ten1-13�Myc (Fig. 6E). To further
validate our observation, we used a chromatin immunoprecipita-
tion (ChIP) assay to investigate the recruitment of the CST com-
plex and telomerase complex to the telomere during the cell cycle
in synchronous yeast cultures (see Fig. S10 in the supplemental
material). As shown in Fig. 6F, ChIP assays in synchronous yeast
cultures show that the cell cycle-dependent recruitment of Cdc13
to the telomere is not affected in the stn1-T223A,S250A mutant.
However, Cdk1-dependent Stn1 phosphorylation is necessary for
the efficient recruitment of Stn1 and Ten1 to the telomere, as

dramatic reduction of the recruitment of Ten1 (Fig. 6G; see also
Fig. S11 in the supplemental material) and Stn1 (Fig. 6H) to the
telomere was observed in a yeast strain harboring the stn1-
T223A,S250A mutant allele. Similar results were also observed in
stn1-T223A and stn1-S250A single mutants to a lesser extent (see
Fig. S12 and S13 in the supplemental material). Consistent with
previous studies showing the cell cycle-dependent recruitment of
both Cdc13 and Stn1 to the telomere (39, 44), our results also
show that the recruitment of Ten1 to telomere is cell cycle depen-
dent. Interestingly, in a yeast strain harboring the stn1-T223A,
stn1-S250A, stn1-T223A,S250A mutant allele, we observed pro-
longed association of Est1 and the telomere late in G2/M phase

FIG 4 Mutations in STN1 phosphorylation sites result in a cell cycle-dependent increase in single-stranded telomere G-rich overhangs. (A) In-gel hybridization
under nondenaturing conditions showed that increased signal from the single-stranded telomere G-rich overhangs can be detected in a yeast strain harboring the
Cdk1 phosphorylation site mutations (stn1-T223A,S250A). (B) The same gel as in panel A, probed with a telomere-specific probe under denaturing conditions.
(C and D) FACS analysis showing the DNA content of wild-type and STN1 phosphorylation mutant yeast strains from �-factor synchronization release that were
used for the in-gel hybridization. (E) Quantification of the relative intensity of cell cycle-dependent generation of single-stranded telomere DNA in STN1 and
stn1-T223A,S250A yeast strains. The data are derived from three independent experiments.
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(Fig. 6I; see also Fig. S12D). These results indicate that the Cdk1-
depdendent phosphorylations of Stn1 at threonine 223 and serine
250 are essential for the stable formation of CST complexes at the
telomeres. Loss of such Cdk1-dependent phosphorylations results
in the destabilization of the CST complexes at the telomeres,
which in turn leads to the increased telomere end processing as
well as prolonged telomere elongation by telomerase.

DISCUSSION

The regulation of telomere length homeostasis in vivo is balanced
between Stn1-Ten1-unextendable and telomerase-extendable

states (47) that both require Cdc13. Our data indicate that the
Cdk1-dependent phosphorylations of Stn1 threonine 223 and ser-
ine 250 are essential for the stable formation of CST heterotri-
meric complex on the telomeres. Although the phosphorylation of
Stn1 is not necessary for the interaction of Stn1 with Cdc13 or
Ten1 individually, it is necessary for Stn1 to interact with Cdc13
and Ten1 simultaneously to form a functional heterotrimeric
complex. As the phosphorylation sites for Stn1 threonine 223 and
serine 250 are located in the linker region connecting the binding
domains for Cdc13 and Ten1, it is likely that the phosphorylations
of these sites induces a conformational change of the protein,

FIG 5 The increase in single-stranded telomere G-rich overhangs in the STN1 phosphorylation mutant is due to an increase in telomere end processing. (A)
In-gel hybridization under nondenaturing conditions showing that the increased single-stranded telomere G-rich overhangs in the stn1-T223A,S250A phos-
phorylation mutant can be suppressed by deletion of EXO1 (stn1-T223A,S250A/exo1�). (B) Same gel as in panel A, probed with telomere-specific probe under
denaturing conditions. (C and D) FACS analysis showing the DNA content of stn1-T223A,S250A and stn1-T223A,S250A/exo1� mutant yeast strains that were
used for the in-gel hybridization after �-factor synchronization release. (E) Quantification of the relative intensity of cell cycle-dependent generation of
single-stranded telomere DNA in stn1-T223A,S250A and stn1-T223A,S250A/exo1� mutant yeast strains. The data are derived from three independent experi-
ments.
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which allows it to bind to both Cdc13 and Ten1 simultaneously. In
the absence of Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation, Stn1 may adopt
a more constrained conformation that prevents it from interact-
ing with both Cdc13 and Ten1 at the same time, which disrupts
the stability of CST complex. This is consistent with recent results
showing that the interaction between Cdc13 and Ten1 is unstable
in the absence of Stn1 (22).

Mutation of Stn1 threonine 223 and serine 250 to alanines
results in telomere elongation. However, the phosphomimetic
mutations do not result in telomere shortening. These data indi-
cate that the phosphorylation moiety rather than the negative
charges is essential for the function of Stn1. The increased single-
stranded telomere G tail in Stn1 phosphorylation mutants is re-
stricted to S/G2 phase and does not trigger the DNA damage

FIG 6 Cdk1-dependent phosphorylations of Stn1 are essential for the recruitment of the CST complex to the telomere. (A) Stn1 phosphorylations are not
necessary for the interaction between Stn1 and Pol12, as shown by the yeast two-hybrid assay. (B) Stn1 phosphorylations are not necessary for the interaction
between Stn1 and Cdc13, as shown by the yeast two-hybrid assay. (C) Stn1 phosphorylations are not necessary for the interaction between Stn1 and Ten1, as
shown by the yeast two-hybrid assay. LexA-DBD, LexA DNA-binding domain alone; AD, Gal4 activation domain alone; POL12(N), POL12 N-terminal 381
amino acids fused to the LexA DNA-binding domain; Gal-DBD, Gal4 DNA-binding domain alone; CDC13, CDC13 with deletion in the DNA-binding domain
fused to Gal4 DNA-binding domain; TEN1, full-length wild-type TEN1 fused to Gal4 DNA-binding domain; STN1, full-length wild-type STN1 fused to Gal4
activation domain; stn1, full-length stn1-T223A,S250A mutant fused to Gal4 activation domain. (D) Coimmunoprecipitation (Co-IP) of Cdc13-13�Myc and
Ten1-3�Flag is dramatically reduced in the stn1-T223A,S250A mutant yeast strain compared to the STN1 yeast strain. The asterisks denote nonspecific bands in
the background. The Cdc13-13�Myc and Ten1-3�Flag proteins are marked by the arrows. (E) Coimmunoprecipitation of Ten1-13�Myc and Cdc13-3�Flag
is dramatically reduced in the stn1-T223A,S250A mutant yeast strain compared to the STN1 yeast strain. The Ten1-13�Myc and Cdc13-3�Flag proteins are
marked by the arrowheads. (F) ChIP assays in synchronous yeast cultures show that the cell cycle-dependent recruitment of Cdc13 to the telomere is not affected
in the stn1-T223A,S250A mutant. (G) ChIP assays in synchronous yeast cultures show that the cell cycle-dependent recruitment of Ten1 to telomere is
dramatically reduced in the stn1-T223A,S250A mutant. (H) ChIP assays in synchronous yeast cultures show that the cell cycle-dependent recruitment of Stn1 to
the telomere is dramatically reduced in the stn1-T223A,S250A mutant. (I) In contrast, ChIP assays in synchronous yeast cultures show the prolonged association
of Est1 and the telomere in the stn1-T223A,S250A mutant.
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checkpoint. This is unlike typical capping-deficient strains with
structure mutations in CDC13 and STN1, which have long single-
stranded telomere G tail persistent through the cell cycle and ac-
tivation of the cellular DNA damage checkpoint (19).

Cdk1-dependent phosphorylations of Cdc13 and Stn1 occur at
specific stages during the cell cycle progression. Our results indi-
cate that the phosphorylation of Cdc13 precedes the phosphory-
lation of Stn1. Briefly, the phosphorylation of Cdc13 occurs in the
S phase to the early G2 phase of the cell cycle, while the phosphor-
ylation of Stn1 occurs close to the late S phase and peaks at the G2

phase of the cell cycle. How Cdk1 controls the timing of Cdc13
and Stn1 phosphorylations remains to be addressed. Based on our
findings, we would like to propose the following mechanism for
the Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation of Cdc13 and Stn1 (Fig. 7):
when cells enter the S phase, the telomeres are replicated by DNA
polymerase. Subsequent telomere end processing by the MRX
complex as well as Exo1 and Sgs1/Dna2 will produce single-
stranded telomere overhangs for the binding of Cdc13. The phos-
phorylation of Cdc13 threonine 308 stimulates the recruitment of
telomerase complexes to telomeres through the interaction be-
tween Est1 and phosphorylated Cdc13. Since there are a limited
number of telomerase complexes available in any given yeast cell,
and only �7% of telomeres are elongated by telomerase during a

single cell cycle (47), the remaining telomeres that are not bound
by the telomerase complex will require the binding of CST com-
plexes to prevent uncontrolled end processing by nucleases, such
as Exo1 and Sgs1/Dna2. The subsequent phosphorylations of Stn1
threonine 223 and serine 250 result in the stabilization of the Stn1
interaction with both Cdc13 and Ten1, thus facilitating the for-
mation of functional CST complexes at the telomeres. By control-
ling the timing at which phosphorylation of Cdc13 and Stn1 oc-
curs, Cdk1 is able to regulate the recruitment of telomerase
complexes to telomeres for telomere elongation and subsequently
the formation of CST complexes on telomeres for telomere pro-
tection as well as telomerase inhibition during cell cycle progres-
sion in yeast.

Recent studies have revealed that the Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 (CST)
complex is the functional homologue of the heterotrimeric repli-
cation protein A (RPA) complex, the major single-stranded DNA-
binding activity in eukaryotic cells (23, 24, 52). Subunits of the
trimeric RPA complex, such as RPA1 and RPA2, are phosphory-
lated in vivo (53–55). These phosphorylation events serve to reg-
ulate the activity of RPA in vivo (56–58). The regulation of RPA
function by phosphorylations also resembles the regulation of
telomere elongation and telomere protection through Cdk1-de-
pendent phosphorylations of Cdc13 and Stn1. The telomeres

FIG 7 Cdk1 regulates the recruitment of telomerase complex and CST complex to the telomere during cell cycle progression. During the S phase, only a small
fraction of telomeres are elongated. Phosphorylation of Cdc13 by Cdk1 results in the preferential recruitment of telomerase complexes to the telomeres. The
subsequent phosphorylation of Stn1 by Cdk1 results in the stable formation of Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 (CST) complex. On the one hand, the binding of CST complex
is necessary to protect the telomeres that are not elongated by telomerase complexes from being further processed by the nucleases; on the other hand, the CST
complex is necessary to inhibit the telomere elongation by telomerase. Thus, the cell cycle-dependent phosphorylations of Cdc13 and Stn1 by Cdk1 regulate the
recruitment of telomerase complexes and CST complexes to the telomeres.
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bound by the yeast CST complexes are unextendable by telome-
rase in vitro (45). The human CST complex has been identified
and plays an important role in telomere maintenance (5, 6, 59–
62). Recent results have shown that the human CST complex in-
hibits telomere elongation by telomerase directly through primer
sequestration and physical interaction with POT1-TPP1 (46).
Consistent with this finding, inhibition of Cdc13-dependent re-
cruitment of Stn1-Ten1 to the telomere results in significant telo-
mere elongation, while overexpression of Stn1 results in telomere
shortening (27, 39, 42–44). Such Stn1-Ten1-Cdc13-unextendable
and telomerase-Cdc13-extendable states of the telomere must be
well coordinated during cell cycle progression in order to main-
tain telomere length homeostasis. Our results provide a clue of
how Cdk1 regulates telomere elongation by controlling the re-
cruitment of telomerase complex and the competing Stn1-Ten1
complex by Cdc13 to the telomeres during different stages of the
cell cycle. Recent identification of a mammalian CST complex that
plays multiple roles in telomere maintenance and nontelomeric
functions (5, 6, 63–65) provides further evidence that yeast and
humans share similar regulatory mechanisms in telomere length
homeostasis. Genome-wide association also identified single nu-
cleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in OBFC1 (human homologue of
yeast Stn1) with shortened human leukocyte telomere length (8).
One of the two SNPs (rs2487999) that result in nonsynonymous
alterations resides in a region that is aligned with the linker region
of budding yeast Stn1 that contains the two Cdk1 phosphorylation
sites. As such, it is important to illustrate how the CST complex is
regulated during telomere elongation and telomere DNA replica-
tion in order to gain insights into the pathology caused by the
mutations in these factors.

In conclusion, the data that we present here provide compel-
ling evidence for the roles of Cdk1 in controlling the telomere
elongation and telomere protection by directly phosphorylating
both Cdc13 and Stn1 in vivo. Given that Rpa2 (the middle subunit
of an RPA trimeric complex, like Stn1) is a target for multiple
kinases, it would be interesting to determine whether Stn1 is phos-
phorylated by other kinases as well and whether these phosphory-
lations have any effect on the regulation of telomere elongation by
Stn1.
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